**ID SERIES SPEAKERS STANDS**

- Folds Into Compact Cylinder Design
- LiftEEZ Self-Rising Center Tube Piston Lifts Speaker for You
- One-Handed CAM Operation
- Sliding Adapter for 35mm Speakers
- 3rd Leg Adjusts for Leveling on Uneven Surfaces
- Built-In Cable Management
- Patent Pending Design
- 125LB (56kg) Weight Capacity
- Min/Max Height: 48/75 Inches (1219/1905mm)

**ID SERIES SUB POLE**

- Includes Lift-EEZ Piston for Lift Assist
- Fits Traditional Sub Mounts with Integrated Adapter for Threaded M20 Mounts
- Easy One Handed CAM Operation
- Height Adjusts from 37 to 57 Inches
- Ideal for Use with Speaker Cabinets Between 35-40lbs with Total Weight Capacity of 70lbs

**ID Series Speaker Stand**

MODEL: GFW-ID-SPKR

**Pair of (2) ID Series Speaker Stands**

MODEL: GFW-ID-SPKRSET
ID SERIES STANDS

ID SERIES
Mic Stands

PRODUCT VIDEO AVAILABLE
Youtube.com/gatorcases

ID Series Tripod Mic Stand with Boom
MODEL: GFW-ID-MIC

Easy One-Handed CAM Operation

UNIQUE TRIPOD BASE PROVIDES EXCELLENT STABILITY!

THE BASE FOLDS INTO A COMPACT & STYLISH CYLINDER WITH A QUICK ONE-HANDED FUNCTION

ID SERIES BOOM ARM

• 26” Telescoping Boom Length
• Easy-Lock Cam Levers for Precision Adjustments
• Adjustable Cable Management Hook Clip

iD Series Telescope Boom
MODEL: GFW-ID-MIC-TBM

DETAILS

• Neatly Folds into Compact Cylinder Design
• Easy One-Handed CAM Operation
• Telescoping Boom Easily Adjusts Up to 26” with Easy Close CAMs
• Secure Tripod Base Design
• Built-In Cable Management

PATENTED BOOM DESIGN

FRAMWORKS | ID SERIES SPEAKER & MICROPHONE STANDS
GUITAR / UKE STANDS

FRAMEWORKS

GUITAR

Seat/Stand Combo

• Durable, Padded Seat Cushion
• Collapsible Design with Quick Release Pin for Compact Storage
• Removable, Ergonomic Backrest Secures to Seat Bottom
• Folding, Hideaway Guitar Stand on Bottom Front Legs
• Finish Friendly Rubber Covers on Guitar Stand Arms
• Rubber No-Slip Feet with Removable Red Safety Rings
• 300 lb Weight Capacity

THE GUITAR SEAT / STAND COMBO COLLAPSES WHEN NOT IN USE.

The Guitar Seat/Stand Combo

MODEL: GFW-GTR-SEAT

Guitar Seat/Stand Combo

• Adjustable stand (35” - 40”) fits one electric or one acoustic guitar
• Durable neck restraint cradles the neck for a secure fit
• Rubberized padding protects your guitar’s finish from scratches

HANGING

Guitar Stand

• Adjustable stand (35” - 40”) fits one electric or one acoustic guitar
• Durable neck restraint cradles the neck for a secure fit
• Rubberized padding protects your guitar’s finish from scratches

Single Guitar Stand; Hanging

MODEL: GFW-GTR-1200
UKE/MANDOLIN Guitar Hanger

- Ukulele/Mandolin Hanger Clamp for Microphone Stands
- Helps Minimize Stand Footprint by Eliminating the Need for an Additional Stand
- Provides Convenient Place to Hang an Instrument on Stage
- Strong, Steel Clamp Keeps Hanger Safely Mounted to Microphone Stand, Which Ensures Safety of Instrument

Uke/Mando Hanger Attachment w/ Clamp for Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MICUKE-HNGR
HANGER Series

UKULELE AND GUITAR

- Guitar Hanger Model Fits Electric, Acoustic, and Bass Guitars
- Ukulele Hanger Model Fits Ukulele and Mandolins
- “No Show” Design Hides Mounting Screws
- Decorative Wall Plate Available in Stylish Colors
- Swivel Yoke to Properly Cradle Instrument Neck
- Foam Wall Pad Protects Surfaces
- Finish-Friendly Rubberized Cradle Padding
- Includes Mounting Screws and Drywall Anchors

Available Finishes (See Color SKU Suffixes Below)

- Black (BLK)
- Cherry (CHR)
- Mahogany (MHG)
- Maple (MPL)
- Satin Chrome* (SCH)

Unique Construction Ensures No Screws are Visible When Installed

Black Wall Mount Guitar Hanger
MODEL: GFW-GTR-HNGRBLK

Cherry Wall Mount Guitar Hanger
MODEL: GFW-GTR-HNGRCHR

Mahogany Wall Mount Guitar Hanger
MODEL: GFW-GTR-HNGRMHG

Maple Wall Mount Guitar Hanger
MODEL: GFW-GTR-HNGRMLPL

Chrome Wall Mount Guitar Hanger
MODEL: GFW-GTR-HNGRSCH

Black Wall Mount Ukulele/Mandolin Hanger
MODEL: GFW-UKE-HNGRBLK

Cherry Wall Mount Ukulele/Mandolin Hanger
MODEL: GFW-UKE-HNGRCHR

Mahogany Wall Mount Ukulele/Mandolin Hanger
MODEL: GFW-UKE-HNGRMHG

Maple Wall Mount Ukulele/Mandolin Hanger
MODEL: GFW-UKE-HNGRMLPL

*Satin Chrome Available Exclusively for Guitar Hanger Model
COMBO Amp Stand

- Tilt Back Design Accommodates Most Combo Guitar Amps
- Rubberized Leveling Foot
- Easy Adjustability
- 176Lb Weight Capacity (80 kg)
- Min/ Max Height: 5/20 Inches (127/508 mm)
- Locks In Closed Position To Easily Carry

PICK CLIP HOLDER

- Microphone stand guitar pick and slide holder
- Clips on to microphone stand tubing
- Dual row holder fits up to 12 guitar picks
- Includes removable slide holder attachment
- Made of soft rubber for superior grip that won’t slide around
- Pick grooves hold picks of varying thicknesses

Frameworks Guitar Pick & Slide Holder for Stands
MODEL: GFW-GTR-PICKCLIP
**TIERED Keyboard Stands**

- Double Brace Design
- Min/Max Height Main Frame: 22/38” (965/558 mm)
- 175lb Weight Capacity with Additional 75lb Capacity on Upper Tier
- Numerous Levels Of Adjustment
- Rubberized Leveling Feet
- Can Be Used While Seated Or Standing
- Locks In Closed Position To Easily Carry
- Also Available in Bright Red Finish to Match with Red Keyboards

**Deluxe 2 Tier “X” Style Keyboard Stand**
MODEL: GFW-KEY-5100X

**2 Tier X Style Keyboard Stand; Red**
MODEL: GFW-KEY-5100XRED

**Compact Folding Design**
- Double Brace Design
- Min/Max Height Main Frame: 22/38” (965/558 mm)
- 175lb Weight Capacity with Additional 75lb Capacity on Upper Tier
- Numerous Levels Of Adjustment
- Rubberized Leveling Feet
- Can Be Used While Seated Or Standing
- Locks In Closed Position To Easily Carry
- Also Available in Bright Red Finish to Match with Red Keyboards

**3rd Tier Keyboard Stand Add-on**
- 3rd Tier add-on for the GFW-KEY-5100X
- Holds Smaller Controllers and Keyboards
- Equally Distributes Weight to Both Arms for Stability
- Angle Adjustability
- Rubberized Bumpers Prevent Slippage and Damage to Instrument

**3rd Tier add-on for the GFW-KEY-5100X**
MODEL: GFW-KEY-5100XT
Deluxe “X” Style Keyboard Stand
MODEL: GFW-KEY-2000X

• Double Brace Design
• Min/ Max Height: 3/40 Inches (76/1016 mm)
• 200Lb Weight Capacity (90 kg)
• Numerous Levels Of Adjustment
• Rubberized Leveling Feet
• Can Be Used While Seated Or Standing
• Locks In Closed Position To Carry

TABLE TOP KEYBOARD STAND ADD-ON / SET

• Fits most X-style stands
• Turn your keyboard stand into a platform for other components

Table Top for X-Style stands
MODEL: GFW-UTL-XSTDDBLTOP

Utility table top with double-X stand
MODEL: GFW-UTL-XSTDDBLTOPSET

STANDARD KEYBOARD STAND

• Min/ Max Height: 3/40 Inches (76/1016 mm)
• 100Lb Weight Capacity (45kg)
• Numerous Levels Of Adjustment
• Rubberized Leveling Feet
• Can Be Used While Seated Or Standing
• Locks In Closed Position To Carry

Standard “X” Style Keyboard Stand
MODEL: GFW-KEY-1000X
UTILITY Workstation

- T-stand Folding Workstation
- Great for Keyboards, Mixers, DJ Controllers, and DJ Coffins
- Easy Set Up with Quick-Pull Leg Height Adjustment
- Adjustable Legs Provide Various Setup Configurations
- Compact Collapsible Design
- Folded Dimensions 3.75” x 3.75” x 47.75” (95mm x 95mm x 1213mm)
- 250 lbs. Weight Capacity

Adjustable T-Stand Folding Workstation
MODEL: GFW-UTL-WS250

ADJUSTABLE MULTI-USE UTILITY TABLE

- Multi Point Adjustability
- Min / Max Height: 26/40 Inches (660/1016 mm)
- Min / Max Width: 29/44 Inches (736/1117 mm)
- Built In Bubble Level for Easy Set-Up
- Heavy Duty Keyboard and Utility Table
- Great For Keyboards, Mixers and DJ Coffins
- 132 Lb Weight Capacity (60 kg)

Heavy-duty Keyboard Table
MODEL: GFW-UTILITY-TBL
KEYBOARD / TABLET STANDS

KEYBOARD BENCH

- Deluxe Wrapped Thick Padded Seat Cushion
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Adjustable Height
- Rubberized Leveling Feet

**Standard Black Keyboard Bench**
MODEL: GFW-KEY-BNCH-1

TABLET Clamp & Mount

- Adjustable Clamping Tray for iPad 2 and Other Tablet Devices
- Tray can be Configured In Landscape or Portrait Mode
- Multi-angle Viewing Adjustability
- Clamps onto Anything up to 1.25” (32 mm) Diameter
- Great for Mic Stands, Drum Hardware, Desks, and Guitar Amps
- Lightweight Durable Construction

**Lightweight Tablet Clamp**
MODEL: GFW-UTL-TBLTCLMP

- Tray Adjusts to Fit iPad™ Models and Most Other Large Format Tablets
- Tray Can be Configured In Landscape or Portrait Mode
- Multi-Angle Viewing Adjustability
- Mount Threads Onto Most Microphone Stands
- Lightweight Durable Construction

**Lightweight Tablet Mount**
MODEL: GFW-UTL-TBLTMNT

Product Video Available
Youtube.com/gatorcases
MUSIC Stands

---

**Sheet Music Stands**

- **Model: GFW-MUS-0500**
- **Standard Sheet Music Stand**

- Lightweight Sheet Music Stand
- Compact, Collapsible Tripod Base
- Easy-Grip Tension Knob Height Adjustment
- 18.75" Perforated Sheet Music / Portfolio Tray
- Maximum Height of 45”
- Removable, Red Safety Rings on Feet

- **Model: GFW-MUS-1000**
- **Deluxe Tripod Sheet Music Stand**

- Easy Adjust Sheet Music Stand
- One Handed Friction Height Adjustment
- Removable Rubberized Feet
- 19 Inch Width (482 mm)
- Min / Max Height: 26/43 Inches (660/1092 mm)
- Removable, Red Safety Rings on Feet

- **Model: GFW-MUS-2000**
- **Lightweight Music Stand**

- Lightweight Sheet Music Stand
- Compact, Collapsible Tripod Base
- Easy-Grip Tension Knob Height Adjustment
- 18.75” Perforated Sheet Music / Portfolio Tray
- Maximum Height of 45”
- Removable, Red Safety Rings on Feet

---

**LED Stand Lamp**

- **Model: GFW-MUS-LED**

- Battery Powered, Clamp-On LED Lamp for use with Music Stand Trays, Pedal Boards, Mixers, and More
- Adjustable Gooseneck Design for Great Flexibility
- High and Low Illumination Settings
- Includes USB Power Cable and (3) AA Batteries
- Convenient Nylon Tote Bag for Transport

---

**Includes Carry Bag!**
MEDIA TRAYS

MEDIA Trays

- Adjustable, Reversible 1.2mm Steel Utility Tray
- Perfect for Laptops, Projectors, Small Production Samplers, Drum Pad Controllers, Sheet Music, Small to Medium Keyboard Controllers and More
- Minimum/Maximum Height 711.2mm – 1130.3mm
- 7/8” Tubing
- 20 lbs. Weight Capacity

Heavy-Duty Adjustable Media Tray Stand
MODEL: GFW-UTL-MEDIATRAY2

COMPACT MEDIA TRAY

- Adjustable, Reversible 1.5mm Steel Utility Tray
- Perfect for Laptops, Projectors, Production Samplers, Drum Pad Controllers, Sheet Music, Small to Medium Keyboard Controllers and More
- Min/Max Height 36” – 48” (914.4mm – 1219.2mm)
- 1 3/8” Tubing
- 45 lbs. Weight Capacity

Compact Adjustable Media Tray Stand
MODEL: GFW-UTL-MEDIATRAY1

HEAVY-DUTY MEDIA TRAY

- Mounting Brackets for 100x100 Vesa Mounting for Small Monitors
- Adhesive EVA Rubber Pads Prevent Slippage
- Collapsible Tripod Design
- Red Safety Rings on Feet
DELUXE
AV Tripod

- VESA Mount for Universal Mounting
- LiftEEZ Self-Rising Center Tube Piston Helps Lift LED/LCD For You
- Min / Max Height: 50/73 Inches (1270/2032mm)
- 40 Lb Weight Capacity (18 kg)
- Easy Release For One Person Operation
- VESA Mount Compatible with Both 100x100 and 200x200 Hole Patterns
- Holds Screens up to 48” Overall Width
- Removable Red Safety Trim On Feet

STANDARD
AV Tripod

- VESA Mount for Universal Mounting
- Easy Release For One Person Operation
- Heavy Duty Steel Construction
- Min / Max Height: 50/72 Inches (1270/1854 mm)
- 40 Lb Weight Capacity (18 kg)
- Red Safety Trim On Feet (Removable)
- VESA mount is compatible with both 100x100 and 200x200 hole patterns
- 40 Lb Weight Capacity (18 kg)
- Holds screens up to 48” overall width
AV QUAD LEGGED STANDS

DELUXE AV Quad Stand

- Deluxe Stand Holds Screens up to 65”
- LiftEEZ Self-Rising Center Tube Piston Can Lift up to 40 Pounds on its Own
- Four Legs Provide More Support and Stability than a Traditional Tripod Style
- Legs Adjust for Uneven Surfaces
- Min/Max Height: 40.5/72 inches
- Comfortable Twist Knob to Securely Lock in Height Adjustments
- VESA Mount Compatible with Both 100x100 and 200x200 Hole Patterns
- Universal VESA Mount and Hardware Included for 100x100 to 640x400 Hole Patterns
- Horizontal or Vertical Screen Display
- Red, Removable Safety Trim on Feet
- Cable Organization Clip Included

STANDARD AV Quad Stand

- Stand to Holds Screens up to 65”
- Four Legs Provide More Support and Stability than Traditional Tripod Style
- Min / Max Height: 43/72 Inches (1092/1854 mm)
- Comfortable Twist Knob to Lock in Height Adjustments
- Universal VESA Mount and Hardware Included for 100x100 to 640x400 Hole Patterns
- Horizontal or Vertical Screen Display
- Red, Removable Safety Trim on Feet
- Cable organization clip included
DELUXE Series

TRIPOD MIC STANDS

DETAILS
- Collapsible Tripod Base
- Soft Grip One-Handed Height Adjustment Clutch
- Cable Management Included
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Red Safety Trim on Feet (Removable)
- Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips

Deluxe Tripod Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2100

Deluxe Tripod Mic Stand with Single Section Boom
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2110

Deluxe Tripod Mic Stand with Telescoping Boom
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2120

DELUXE Series

TRIPOD MIC STANDS

Details

- Collapsible Tripod Base
- Soft Grip One-Handed Height Adjustment Clutch
- Cable Management Included
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Red Safety Trim on Feet (Removable)
- Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips

Desktop Mini Tripod

- Mini Tripod Desktop Stand for Microphones
- Clip Included for Wired or Wireless Microphones
- Lightweight Collapsible Design
- Fits Both US and Euro Microphone Clips
- Great for Remote Podcast Interviews

Wired Mic Mini Tripod Desktop Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0250

Wireless Mic Mini Tripod Desktop Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0251
TRIPOD MIC STANDS

Product Video Available
Youtube.com/gatorcases

STANDARD Series

MICROPHONE STANDS

FRAMEWORKS  |  TRIPOD DELUXE / STANDARD MICROPHONE STANDS

TRIPOD MIC STANDS

Standard Tripod Mic Stand with Telescoping Boom
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2020

Min / Max Height:
10 / 94 inches
(254 / 2387 mm)

Min / Max Height:
6 / 99 inches
(152 / 2515 mm)

Min / Max Height:
34 / 68 in
(863 / 1727 mm)

Standard Tripod Mic Stand with Single Section Boom
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2010

Standard Tripod Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2000

AMP/BASS

Compact Tripod

- Adjustable Microphone Stand with Collapsible Tripod Base
- Includes Telescoping Boom Arm
- Soft-Grip Height Adjustment Twist Clutch
- Built-In Cable Management
- Fits Both US and Euro Microphone Clips
- Removable Red Safety Trim on Feet

Tripod Style Bass Drum and Amp Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-2621

PATENTED BOOM DESIGN

- Collapsible Tripod Base
- Soft Grip Height Adjustment Twist Clutch
- Cable Management Included
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Red Safety Trim on Feet (Removable)
- Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips
DELUXE Series

ROUND BASE MIC STANDS

DETAILS

• 10 or 12 Inch Weighted Base
• No-Slip Vibration Reducing Gasket
• Min / Max Height: 40 / 63 Inches (1016 / 1600 mm)
• Soft Grip One-Handed Height Adjustment Clutch
• Cable Management Included
• Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
• Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips

Deluxe 10” Round Base Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-1001

Deluxe 12” Round Base Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-1201

DESKTOP

Compact Base

• Adjustable Microphone Stand with Weighted Base for Balance and Stability
• Includes 16 Inch Single Section Boom Arm
• Soft-Grip Height Adjustment Twist Clutch
• Max Height: 23 Inches (584mm)
• No-Slip Vibration Reducing Base Gasket
• Built-In Cable Management
• Fits Both US and Euro Microphone Clips

Compact Base Bass Drum and Amp Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0821

Telescoping Boom Mic Stand Desktop & Bass Drum
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0822
ROUND BASE MIC STANDS

STANDARD Series

ROUND BASE MIC STANDS

DETAILS
- 10 inch Weighted Base
- No-Slip Vibration Reducing Gasket
- Min / Max Height: 36 / 65 Inches (914 / 1651 mm)
- Soft Grip Height Adjustment Twist Clutch
- Cable Management Included
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips

Standard 10” Round Base Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-1000

Standard 12” Round Base Mic Stand
MODEL: GFW-MIC-1200

Desktop Mic Stand with Round Base
- Desktop Microphone Stand with 6 Inch Weighted Base
- Standard Model Features Fixed 9 Inch (228mm) Height
- No-Slip Vibration Reducing Base Gasket
- Built-In Cable Management
- Fits Both US and Euro Microphone Clips
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Deluxe Model Features Soft-Grip Height Adjustment Twist Clutch with Min/Max Height 10 Inches/15 Inches

Desktop Mic Stand with Round Base and Twist Clutch
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0601

Desktop Mic Stand with Round Base
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0600
MICROPHONE BOOMS / MOUNTS

BOOM Arms

- Cable Management Included
- Length and Angle Independently Adjustable
- Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
- Fits Both US and Euro Mic Clips

**Telescoping Boom Arm**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0020

**Single Section Boom Arm**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-0100

ANGLED MINI BOOMS

- 9” reach to end of boom
- Angle adjustment clamp allows 270-degrees of rotation
- Interlocking teeth securely locks boom angle
- 5/8-27 male threads at boom end with jam nut

**9” Mini Boom - Interlocking**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-MINIBM9
- Fixed length mini boom arm
- 5/8-27 female threads attach to standard microphone stand
- 3” riser on threaded adapter for extra height/clearance

**9” Clamp-On Mini Boom - Interlocking**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-CLMPBM9
- Clamp-on mini boom
- Attaches to tube diameters ranging from 15mm - 22mm

FLEXIBLE GOOSENECK

- Interlocking Rolled Steel Construction
- Male and Female Ends
- Holds up to 1 lb
- 5/8” 27 Thread

**6” Black Gooseneck**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-GN6

**13” Black Gooseneck**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-GN13

**19” Black Gooseneck**
MODEL: GFW-MIC-GN19

MICROPHONE MULTI-MOUNT

- Mount with multiple threaded ends to add up to 4 accessories such as microphone booms, shelves, accessory trays, mic clips, goosenecks and more
- Clamps to tube diameters ranging from 15mm - 22mm and features (4) 5/8-27 male mic thread adapters
- 5/8-27 male threads at boom end with jam nut

Mount to Add up to 4 Accessories for Mic Stands
MODEL: GFW-MIC-MULTIMOUNT
Quick Release Mic Attachment
MODEL: GFW-MIC-QRTOP

Quick Release Mic Attachment 3 pack
MODEL: GFW-MIC-QRTOP3PK

QR-TOP Mic Adapter 5 Pack
MODEL: GFW-MIC-QRINSERT5

Simply Pull Back the Collar & Quickly Release your Mic Clip for Quick Setup or Breakdown

MULTI-MIC TRAY

• Multi microphone tray holds 6 microphones
• 5/8-27 female threads attach to standard microphone stand
• Foam microphone cradle holds up to six (6) wired microphones

MICROPHONE CLIPS

• Durable Plastic Construction
• Clips Accommodate Wireless and Wired Standard Mics
• Black Finish
• Angle Adjustment
• Threaded for Standard Mic Stands

Multi Microphone Tray Designed To Hold 6 Mics
MODEL: GFW-MIC-6TRAY

Standard Microphone Clip
MODEL: GFW-MIC-CLIP

Wireless Microphone Clip
MODEL: GFW-MIC-CLIPW
ACCESSORY TRAYS / BEVERAGE HOLDER

ACCESSORY TRAYS

• Lightweight Durable Mic Stand Utility Tray
• Universal Adjustable Clamp Allows for Mounting on to Mic Stand
• Guitar Pick Clip Included
• Built-In Drink Holder
• Standard Model Overall Surface 12 Inches x 7 Inches (307 mm x 180 mm)
• Extra Large Model Overall Surface 14 Inches x 9 Inches (355.6 mm x 228.6 mm)
• Fits Tubing up to 1.38 Inches (35 mm)

Mic Stand Accessory Tray with Drink Holder
MODEL: GFW-MICACCTRAY

Extra Large Microphone Stand Accessory Tray
MODEL: GFW-MICACCTRAYXL

BEVERAGE HOLDER

• Single cup beverage holder mount for stand
• Perfect for microphone stands or drum hardware
• Fits cans and plastic cups

Single Cup Beverage Holder Mount for Stand
MODEL: GFW-SINGLECUP
DELUXE MICROPHONE STAND BAG

- Lightweight carry bag for up to six tripod-style microphone stands
- Interior padding
- Padded fixed dividers create six (6) individual compartments (each cavity is 42x4x4)
- 360 Degree zip-top lid for easy loading and unloading
- Dual reinforced handles that wrap around the bag for added security and resistance against tearing
- Secure wrap closure on handles for comfort and ease of carrying
- Adjustable shoulder strap

STANDARD MICROPHONE STAND BAG

- Lightweight Carrying Bag for up to 6 microphone stands
- 50” Interior Large Enough to Hold 6 Microphone Stands (Less Than 50” in Length)
- Heavy-Duty Zipppers Secure Single Storage Compartment
- Reinforced, Padded Handles

Gator Frameworks 11” x 15” Microphone Acc. Shelf
MODEL: GFW-SHELF1115

Gator Frameworks 9” x 9” Microphone Acc. Shelf
MODEL: GFW-SHELF0909

CLAMP-ON Shelves

- Small and Large Microphone Stand Clamp-On Utility Shelves
- 9” x 9” or 11” x 15” Surface Area
- Raised Lip Around Edges to Prevent Items from Sliding Off
- Great for Holding Accessories Like Laptops, Capos, Harmonicas, and Cell Phones
- Fits Tubing Up to 40mm
- 10lbs Weight Capacity

Carry Bag For Six Mic Stands
MODEL: GFW-MICSTDBAG

Mic Stand Bag
MODEL: GFW-6XMICSTANDBAG
Deluxe Speaker Stands

- LiftEEZ Self-Rising Center Tube Piston Helps Lift Speaker
- Removable Red Safety Trim on Feet
- 35mm Diameter Inner Tube Adapter Included
- 125 lb Weight Capacity (56 kg)
- Min / Max Height: 48 / 75 Inches (1219 / 1905 mm)
- GFW-SPK-3000SET Includes Carry Bag

Deluxe Aluminum Speaker Stand
MODEL: GFW-SPK-3000

GFW-SPK-3000 (pair) with Carry Bag
MODEL: GFW-SPK-3000SET

Standard Speaker Stands

- Dual Diameter Inner Tube for 35mm and 38mm Mounts
- Removable Red Safety Trim on Feet
- 125 lb Weight Capacity (56 kg)
- Min / Max Height: 48 / 81 Inches (1219 / 2057 mm)
- GFW-SPK-2000SET Includes Carry Bag

Standard Aluminum Speaker Stand
MODEL: GFW-SPK-2000

GFW-SPK-2000 (pair) with Carry Bag
MODEL: GFW-SPK-2000SET

Subwoofer Speaker Poles

- Adjustable Sub Mountable Speaker Pole
- Min / Max Height: 35/60 Inches (889/1524 mm)
- 132 Lb Weight Capacity (60 kg)
- Deluxe Safety Pin
- Easy-Grip Tension Knob Height Adjustment

Adjustable Sub Pole
MODEL: GFW-SPK-SUB60

- Fits Traditional 1 3/8” and Threaded M20 Subwoofer Pole Mounts
- Includes Removable Adapter for Threaded M20 Mounts
- Minimum/Maximum Height: 35”/60” (889mm/1524mm)
- 125 lbs. (56.7 kg) Weight Capacity
- Built-In Safety Pin
- Easy-Grip Tension Knob Height Adjustment

Standard Sub Pole with 20mm adapter
MODEL: GFW-SPK-SP

Speaker Set Includes Carry Bag!
WALL MOUNT STANDS

- Multi Angle Adjustability Both Vertically and Horizontally
- Adjustable Sliding Back Brace for Added Security
- Rubberized Mounting Surface to Protect your Speaker from Scratches
- Can Hold Speaker up to 100 lbs (45 kg)

**Wall Mount Speaker Stands (pair)**
MODEL: GFW-SPK-WM100

**WALL MOUNT STANDS**

- Light Duty Stretchy Cover
- Available to fit Frameworks AV/LCD Tri-legged and Quad-Legged Stands As Well As Most Standard Speaker and AV Stands
- Covers 360 Degrees
- Includes Scrim Ring and Zipper Carry Bag
- Feet Cups for Bottom of Stand
- Flame Retardant Lycra
- Creates a Clean, Professional Look
- Machine Washable

**Frameworks Quad 360 Stand Scrim in Black**
MODEL: GFW-QUADSCRIMB

**Frameworks Quad 360 Stand Scrim in White**
MODEL: GFW-QUADSCRIMW

**STUDIO MONITOR STANDS**

- Rubberized Pedestal Surface to Protect your Speakers
- Wide Base Design for Stability
- Min / Max Height: 31 / 50 Inches (787 / 1270 mm)
- Can Hold Speaker up to 100 lbs (45 kg)

**Studio Monitor Stand (pair)**
MODEL: GFW-SPK-SM50

**Framework Quad 360 Stand Scrim in Black**
MODEL: GFW-QUADSCRIMB

**Frameworks Quad 360 Stand Scrim in White**
MODEL: GFW-QUADSCRIMW
TRAY STYLE LIGHTING STANDS

- Elevates Smaller Moving Head Light Fixtures Up to 250 Class
- Platform designed with mounting holes and hook and loop straps to secure lighting fixture
- Four legs provide more support and stability than a traditional tripod style
- Min/Max height: 40.5/72 inches
- Comfortable twist knob to securely lock in height adjustments
- Removable Red Safety Trim on Feet
- Cable organization clip included

Moving Head Light Standard Quad Stand - 250 Class
MODEL: GFW-LIGHTMH250-15

Moving Head Light Auto Lift Quad Stand - 250 Class
MODEL: GFW-LIGHTMH250-25

LIGHTING Truss/Stands

- Lightweight Aluminum Lighting Truss System and Stand
- 10 ft. 6 inch Max Height
- Heavy-Duty Cross Brace Trussing
- Red Safety Trim on Feet (Removable)

Lightweight Aluminum Lighting Truss
MODEL: GFW-LIGHT-LT1

Lightweight Aluminum Lighting Stand
MODEL: GFW-LIGHT-LS1
The Rok-It line of products include a range of microphone, speaker, guitar, and keyboard solutions. These products were designed to offer substantial durability and excellent functionality at an incredible price point.

GUITAR RACK STANDS

- Collapsible, Folding Guitar Rack
- Available Models to Fit Three or Five Guitars
- Fits Acoustic or Electric Guitars
- Foam Padded Support to Protect Guitar

Rok-it 3x Collapsible Guitar Rack
MODEL: RI-GTR-RACK3

Rok-it 5x Collapsible Guitar Rack
MODEL: RI-GTR-RACK5

UNIVERSAL A STYLE GUITAR STANDS

- Compact Folding Stand
- Holds Acoustic or Electric Guitars
- Available to Fit One or Two Guitars
- Steel Construction With Rubber Grip Feet
- Padded Guitar Arms

Rok-It Double A-Frame Guitar Stand
MODEL: RI-GTRAU2X

Rok-It Universal A Frame Guitar Stand
MODEL: RI-GTRAU

TRIPOD GUITAR STAND

- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- Padded Neck and Body Cradles
- Rubber Feet
- Security Strap

Rok-It Standard Guitar Stand
MODEL: RI-GTRSTD-1
**“X” STYLE KEYBOARD STAND**

- Rubberized Keyboard Cradle
- 4 Points of Adjustability
- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- Rubber Feet

**Rok-It X Style Keyboard Stand**
MODEL: RI-KEYX-1

---

**TRIPOD MUSIC STAND**

- Folding Sheet Music Stand with Detachable Bookplate
- Leg Assembly Locks In Place When Collapsed
- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- Non Slip Rubber Feet
- Carrying Bag

**Rok-It Sheet Music Stand**
MODEL: RI-MUSICSTD1

---

**MICROPHONE POP FILTER**

- 6” Microphone Pop Filter
- Durable Nylon screen
- 11.5” Goose neck with clamp included
- C-Clamp fits most standard microphone stands and booms
- Weight: 0.4 lbs
- Fully extends to 22”

**Rok-It Microphone Pop Filter**
MODEL: RI-POPFILTER
ROK-IT MICROPHONE / SPEAKER STANDS

**TRIPOD MIC STAND**

- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- Tripod Base with Rubber Feet
- Adjustable Boom Stand
- Twist Clutch

*Rok-It Tripod Mic Stand w/ Fixed Boom*

MODEL: RI-MICTP-FBM

**ROUND BASE MIC STAND**

- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- 10” Round Cast Base
- Twist Clutch Height Adjustment

*Rok-It Round Base Mic Stand*

MODEL: RI-MICRB10

**TRIPOD SPEAKER STANDS**

- Black Powder Coated Finish
- Heavy Duty Metal Tube Construction
- Rubber Feet
- Adjustable Height with Twist Knob and Safety Pin
- Available in Single or Set, Set Includes Carry Bag

*Rok-It Speaker Stand*

MODEL: RI-SPKRSTD

*Rok-It Speaker Stand Set w/ Bag*

MODEL: RI-SPKRSTDSET

Includes Carry Bag!